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March 2020
Convenience Stores - US
"While fuel sales generate as much as two thirds of total
convenience stores revenue and remain a core traffic
driver, c-store operators are increasingly turning their
attention to in-store categories as the most direct path to
increased sales and profits. Still, convenience stores face
considerable challenges in categories like foodservice ...

Sports and Performance Drinks US
"The nearly $9.5 billion market is expected to grow
modestly over the next five years, reaching more than
$11 billion by 2024. Performance-centric claims and
informative messaging can help set brands apart.
However, competition from other functional food and
drink options (eg water, BFY snack bars) will challenge
the ...

Coffee and Tea Tracker - US
Mintel’s Coffee and Tea Tracker allows you to identify
the biggest opportunities in coffee and tea, in both
foodservice and retail. It provides a quarterly look at
coffee and tea consumption behavior at home and awayfrom-home, by demographic. This tracker also tracks
items consumers add to their coffee or tea beverages ...

February 2020
Still and Sparkling Waters - US

Nutrition Drinks - US

"The bottled water market is characterized by the push
and pull of two consumer desires; a pull from consumers
interested in sustainability and a push from interest in
health and wellness. Bottled water brands must make
strides toward sustainability or risk being replaced by
refillable water bottles and focus marketing ...

"Just under half of consumers live in households where
nutrition, meal replacement or weight loss drinks are
consumed, and sales are projected to steadily increase in
years ahead. While products positioned as weight loss
drinks garner the lowest sales and usage in the category,
adults are turning to drinks across ...

January 2020
Consumer Approach to Nutrition US
Consumers’ views on nutrition and diet are varied, but,
regardless of preferences, taste reigns supreme. Despite
the media attention dedicated to specialized and
trending diets, the vast majority of consumers prefer a
simpler approach to eating, and desire flexibility in their
meal choices. In fact, more consumers do not define ...

Private Label Food and Drink
Trends - US
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Challenger Brands - US
"Across many major food and drink categories, smaller
competitors are gaining market share at the expense of
the big national brands that have long held dominant
positions. The success of challenger brands is being
driven by a new generation of shoppers, more open to
new ideas in general and far ...

Consumers and the Economic
Outlook - US
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"Private label sales continue to grow, even in the wake of
a largely positive economy that sees consumer
confidence remaining high. Where value used to be the
primary driver of private label food and drink choice,
consumers are sticking with those brands and have even
expanded their private label purchase ...
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"The majority of consumers consider their finances to be
healthy, and views of the future seem to be positive as
well. Consumers are saving for the future, but are still
willing to treat themselves."
- Jennifer White Boehm, Associate Director Financial Services & Auto
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